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PMC Heat Shields and Stand Offs 

are produced to follow the contour of your entire piping system, 

all interconnecting piping and associated equipment. 

  

PMC Stand Offs (Patent Pending): 

PMC patent pending stand off design is the lightest, strongest, easiest to install and smallest to ship on the 

market. PMC stand offs can be produced in any metal and in any gauge thickness, our unique design 

allows any diameter stand off to be produced in only 16ga carbon steel or 18ga in T-304 or T316 stainless 

steels. 

PMC includes pre cut holes for heat shield screw attachments that keep all exterior screws in straight 

alignment, while providing a hole to start your screws, this reduces screw wastage while attaching heat 

shields - increasing your efficiency! 

All integral hardware to our stand offs is permanently attached, except the supplied bolts. Our unique 

design accommodates any diameter without necessarily requiring up gauging. 

  

Heat Shield Jacketing: 

Produced in Perforated or Expanded metals per your specifics, in any metal or gauge thickness, cut to fit 

exactly, eliminating all potential cutting and field fabrication of your complete system. 

Straight piping and equipment shells produced in single to multi-piece jacketing.  Pre cut to exact 

circumferences and run lengths (per your supplied drawings) between fittings, tank heads, flanges etc. - 

potentially eliminating all cutting in the field. 

Pipe fittings produced for all fittings (equal or reducing), as individual pieces or with all individual pieces 

preassembled into a simple 2pc cover for ease of installation. No cutting to fit, simply screw to together to 

PMC stand offs. 

All equipment, shells, tank heads of any profile (conical, ellipsoidal or truncated) reducers (concentric or 

eccentric) flanges, man ways (round, oval or flat oval), branches to interconnecting piping (equal or 

reducing) are all produced for simple install - per your drawings.   

From PMC shipping box to your finished system, requiring as little as your labour and a battery operated 

screw gun! 
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